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Kahuna is a Hawaiian word, defined as a respectful man who has moral authority in society "a prime person, a minister, or an expert in any profession". A kahuna may be versed in agriculture, canoe building or any other talent. Blessing new buildings and construction projects, officiating weddings are some of the tasks a kahuna may be called upon to perform, by his or her community. See more of Australian College of Kahuna Sciences - Bodywork Training on Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of Australian College of Kahuna Sciences - Bodywork Training on Facebook. In this workshop we will be learning what it means to live and move from our centre - the "source of Ki" and focus centre of our power, intuition and creativity. We will use the martial art-style practice of Ka'aleleau to connect ourselves to this energetic centre. Learning how to move and utilise previously unknown energy both for ourselves and our clients in Kahuna Bodywork. Living from this space means to be assured, centred and grounded. It means to stand knowing that all our ancestors stand behind us. It means to speak with the authority of one who knows who they are. “The kahuna was always prepared to use his powers, his learning, and his mana to save himself from a death spell put on himself by another kahuna. First he had to be very clever and detect which kahuna was working on him. Next he said special prayers to invoke the help of his gods and family aumakua(s) along with various rituals which would set up forces to protect his life and at the same time smash the other man’s powers. The distraught Queen ordered her Chamberlain to see to it that notices were given to all newspapers that the ball would not be held, and to notify guests by telephone or courier that their invitations were with- drawn. Toward evening of the following day the Prince's condition worsened. That night he breathed his last.